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Within your first aim, I would suggest using the SMF06 ocean flux and corresponding
tight uncertainties as prior to obtain another set of atmospheric inversion results. Since
this set of ocean flux is your “truth”, you can then investigate how it constrains the land
fluxes. Will this still agree with your previous atmospheric inversion?

The main inversion in this work involves the 64-region case. It is a pity that the readers
have to dig up your 2005 paper to find out how those regions are defined. Can the land
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regions be marked in Figure 1 instead of showing the national boundaries?

Some of the claims are wrong or biased. e.g. on p6810, "results for Tropical S Ameri-
can flux anomaly are in good agreement * * * until about Dec 1997” neglected the big
differences in the early 1990s.

As most land regions are subdivided into 4 smaller regions, I am interested in how the
sub-regions fare in your “IAV vs cyclostationary” comparison. However, you just touch
on the subject for the European region, not even showing the graphical results. What
about the others?
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